
 

Write-Thru by Bizzaro & Danny Weiser - Kugelschreiber
durch Geldschein - Zaubertrick

"Such a great improvement and an EDC I can see many magicians using.
Fantastic!"
- Angelo Carbone

"Damn this is so good! Somehow you took a perfect trick and made it more
perfect."
- Dan White

Did you know that mankind landed on the Moon before we invented wheels on
suitcases? Sometimes we care so much about the bigger picture that we forget
to think about the details. And you don't need us to tell you that the devil is
always in the details.

That's why everyone we've shown Write-Thru to is blown away... by a simple
pen 'click'!

It's the ultimate 'Why hasn't this been done before?!' understatement of the
century.

Write-Thru is the classic pen through bill, but with an explosive ace up its sleeve
- a POWERFUL subtlety that cancels the method completely to even the most
obnoxious of hecklers!

WHAT THE PRO'S SAY:
"Very clever, very sneaky, and very commercial."
-David Regal

"A wonderful added convincer to an ALREADY spectacular effect. A mainstay
classic of magic just got better!"
- Matthew Wright

NEW TECHNOLOGY
Write-Thru comes pre-equipped with patented STICK IT AND CLICK IT™
technology. Shove the pen through a bill and CLICK IT, and you'll instantly
silence magicians and hecklers alike.
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OLD TECHNOLOGY
Write-Thru contains non-patented, non-toxic, ordinary ink. Use it for signatures,
doodles, or to create drawings of black holes through which you can safely pass
matter through matter! #science

SUPER HEALING POWERS
Just like Wolverine, but on paper. They watch in amazement as a punctured bill
is restored to perfectly mint condition!

You puncture, you click, you heal! Rewrite the rules of the impossible with Write-
Thru!

"This is a fantastic improvement to a classic of magic. Such a subtle, yet strong
selling point. You need to get this!"
- Chris Wiehl

"The PEN-ultimate pen through bill. Put the other pen through bills in your drawer
because this will be the only one you use!"
- Cameron Francis

"Wow! Just the tip convincer is sick. Way to take a classic and make it even
better!! You deserve a tip"
- Eric Leclerc

"I've never been a huge fan of the pen through dollar...until NOW! Danny and
Bizzaro hit it out of the park with this new method!"
- Kyle Purnell

"A game-changer that takes pen-through-anything to new heights!"
- Hanson Chien
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